
Smartia wins Innovate UK COVID-19 response grant award
Smartia are pleased to announce that Innovate UK (the UK’s innovation
agency) have selected Smartia as one of the winners of the Business-led
innovation in response to global disruption competition. Using our industrial
intelligence technology MAIO and our expertise in machine learning,
automation and robotics, Smartia will use this grant award to develop the MAIO
Robotic Order Fulfilment Demonstrator.

Click on the image for further details on smartia.tech 

Smartia selected by Innovation IntrodUKtions
Smartia have been selected to present at the upcoming Innovation
IntrodUKtions event hosted by the Telecom Council. A big thank you to the
Department for International Trade (DIT) for recommending us. Innovation
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IntrodUKtions is a virtual trade mission introducing 20 UK companies to the
global telecom innovation ecosystem. 

Click on the image for further details from telecomcouncil.cvent.com 

Why infusing AI into IT operations is more about
the data than about AI itself

Almost every CIO I talk to boldly claims their enterprise is a “data-driven
enterprise.” However, a recent Global CEO outlook by KPMG survey tells a
completely different story: 67% of the CEOs worldwide (that number jumps to
78% in the US) suggest that they ignored the data-driven analytic and
predictive models provided by their CIO/IT teams because it contradicted with
their own experience; and they made major enterprise decisions based on their
intuition.
 

Click on the image for further details from forbes.com

AI Conversations: Paving a Path to Intelligent Manufacturing
There’s no time for downtime. To thrive in today's fast-moving markets,
manufacturers need to optimise everything under their control — from supply
chains, materials, and order management to production processes, factory
maintenance, order fulfilment, logistics, and services. To enable this level of
optimisation, manufacturers need visibility into the end-to-end
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production environment, including supply chains and distribution processes,
as well as operations on the factory floor.   

Click on the image for further details from cio.com

U.S. Vs. China Manufacturing:
How AI Will Shape The Landscape

Industrial manufacturing is undoubtedly a strong economic catalyst in both the
United States and China. Artificial Intelligence represents an opportunity to not
only revolutionise the industrial manufacturing space, but drive economic
transformation and growth as well.
While both countries have integrated AI capabilities into their industrial
manufacturing operations, the United States currently holds a slight edge over
in China, despite a near equal number of installed bases of AI-enabled end
devices in each market. Primarily, the U.S. is more incentivised to develop
approaches and strategies that encourage greater adoption of AI in industrial
manufacturing.

Click on the image for more details from roboticsbusinessreview.com
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About Smartia...
 

Previous newsletters can be found via this link 

Catch you next time...!
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